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Manual flash calculator app

The Flash Power+iPhone App is a camera flash calculator. Based on directory numbers provided by the manufacture of a flash unit, the calculator will determine either the maximum flash distance for a given aperture or the necessary aperture for a desired subject distance. The directory numbers given out by a flash
vendor are normally based on a rating for the flash using an ISO of 100 and the distance in meters. The calculator will perform the conversion to use other ISO stops. The distance given will automatically be converted from meter to feet in the calculator. With version 2.0, FlashPower + is also a depth of field computing.
Click here for instructions. Flash Power Calculator Screen The calculator functions with five basic parameters: ISO, directory number of manufacturing, aperture, flash power setting and distance. Based on a given ISO, directory number, and power setting, the program will determine the fifth when given either the
aperture or the distance. When the aperture is entered, the distance is calculated. When the desired distance is given, the aperture will be determined. New with version 2.0, the calculator will drop the distances of power for 25%, 50%, and 75%. ISO Table The ISO value is selected from one of two tables. On the primary
screen, there is a toggle button below the ISO value. The switch can be set to Thirds or in Stops. Tapping will switch from one value to the other. Depending on the switch setting, the app will allow you to select ISO values in full stops or third stops. Switching from in Thirds to In Stops, the ISO value will change to the
next full stop if the value is not already a full stop value. For example, if a value of 160 is selected and the button is pressed, the value will automatically change to 200. Aperture Table Similar to the ISO Table, the aperture is selected using three lists. The table is selected using the link button under the f/Stop value. The
switch can be set to in Stops, in Halves, and in Thirds. Depending on the setting, the aperture value can be set to the respective f/stop values. Switching the table will cause the value to the following value if necessary for that table. For example, going from thirds or halves to full stops will cause the value to go to the next
value. Also switching from thirds to halves or visa versa will also cause finishing up. For example, if f/4.5 is selected and the button is pressed to change to full stops, the aperture value will be changed to f/4.0. Directory number When you enter the directory number, the input field is typed and a custom keyboard is
displayed to allow inputs using only numeric values. The keyboard is dismissed by the or by tapping anywhere from the keyboard. The directory number can be entered based on feet or meters. Most manufacturing values provided are meters, so this functionality may never be used. Actually, directory number
calculations are beyond the functionality of this app. Distance When you enter the remote to calculate the aperture, the input field is typed and a custom keyboard is displayed to allow the input from the distance using only numeric values with a decimal point. The distance can be entered in feet or in meters. The button
under the input field will vary between in Feet and in Meters. If there is already a value in the field, the calculator will automatically switch between the two units. Other things The calculator remembers the choices you made from one use to another. Once the directory number is entered, the value is held until you change
the value. All the toggle buttons remain as the last value you selected. Most flash unit datasheets list the directory number (GN) for the flash at full power (1/1) for ISO 100 for meters and feet. This calculator allows you to calculate the GN for other varifier settings and other ISO values. The calculator requires JavaScript.
To use the calculator, you need to know the GN at ISO 100 for the flash you're interested in. You'll usually find them in the manufacturer's specifications for the flash (usually found on the manufacturer's website). You can also use the DPAnswers flash processor to look up the specifications for the flash. Our product
database contains the directory numbers for many popular flash units. Note that for flashes with a zoom header, the GN varies with the position of the header. For comparison purposes, use the GN given for the 35 mm (FX) position. Detailed instructions: Enter the Directory Number (GN), in feet or meters, for firing the
flash at full force (1/1), at ISO 100. Select the VariPower relationship and ISO that you want to use. Place tick next to Aperture to calculate the aperture to use, or a tick along Distance to calculate maximum distance. Below enter the value (whether Aperture to use or distance from the flash to the major) in the field that is
not marked. Click «Computer». It will now calculate Aperture to set to the camera (if you have marked Aperture), or maximum distance (if you have marked Distance). Click «Clear» to clear both Aperture and Distance to re-duty (GN remains). The calculator works equally well for meters and feet, provided that the
Directory Number and Distance are given with the same unit (feet or meter) of pasture. To learn more about using GNs to determine exposure and maximum reach (distance) of flash, check out our manual flash guide. Manual Flash Calculator (Free Edition) provides a handy utility for accurate determination of flash-
subject distance. It's quick and easy to use for difficult lighting situations and backgrounds, where TTL often may struggle. This program is ad-free and requires no special device permissions or network connectivity. Key Key Aperture series F/1.2 to F/22 • ISO series ISO50 to ISO6400 • Flash output ratios up to 1/256
power • Flash exposure compensation to 5 EV • Zoom support for unlimited directory settings • Power increments in 1/3, 1/2 or Complete stops• Macro takeoff errors (in and cm)Set the directory number/zoom cover, power ratio limit, power adjustment interval, and directory number units for your flash. (You can find this
information from the directory number table in your flash user manual). If you own more than one flash unit, please consider supporting this project by upgrading to Manual Flash Calculator Professional. It supports saving an unlimited number of flash configurations. And it costs less than the price of a cup of coffee! Open
the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. The Flash Power iPhone App is combination camera flash calculator and depth of field calculator. Based on directory numbers provided by the manufacture of a flash unit, the calculator will determine either the maximum flash distance for a given aperture or the necessary
aperture for a desired subject distance. The directory numbers given out by a flash vendor are normally based on a rating for the flash using an ISO of 100 and the distance in meters. The calculator will perform the conversion to use other ISO stops. The distance given will automatically be converted from meter to feet in
the calculator. Version 2.0 added an option to select the power setting on the flash computer. The selections include Vol, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64 and 1/128. Using the reverse square law, the calculator will provide the flash drop-off distances for 25%, 50% and 75% of power setting. The depth of field computer
includes a large variety of camera manufacturers and models. This list is used to provide the basis of the depth of field calculation. If your camera is not listed, you will be able to add the manufacturer and model. The Circle of Confusion value should be provided for the depth of field to be calculated. Potential crash fix.
The program will ask for a review. Please use the support webpage if you have problems or questions. If you find value with the app, please provide a review. Calculate aperture and distance (which is usually a given), but do not calculate the flash force, which must be set. Developer website App Support Free Trial1.26
MB Continues to provide manual flash calculator (Professional Edition) provides a handy utility for accurate determination of flash-subject distance. It's quick and easy to use for difficult lighting situations and backgrounds, where TTL auto-flash can often struggle. This program does not require any special device
permissions or network connectivity. Key features: • Aperture series F/1.2 F/22 • ISO series ISO50 to ISO6400 • Flash output ratios up to 1/256 power • Flash exposure compensation to 5 EV • Unlimited number of flash configurations • Zoom support for Directory Settings • Power creases in 1/3, 1/2 or Full stops • Macro
takeoff distances (in and cm) • Pre-loaded with popular flash models Set the directory number/zoom coverage, power ratio limit, power adjustment interval and guide number units for each of your flash units. (You can find this information from the directory number table in your flash user manual). Configure profiles for an
unlimited number of flash units and save them for quick and easy use. Your last used settings for each flash profile are retained between uses. Here you can find the change of Manual Flash Calculator (Pro) since it was posted on our website on 2019-11-04. The latest version is 1.1.0 and it was updated soft112.com
2020-11-27. See below the changes in each version: Flash guide numbers, just like the Reverse Square Law, are among the mysterious specifications about portable flashes that keep many new photographers from using them in Manual mode. But once you understand what a guide number is and how to calculate it,
using a hand flash becomes much easier. Portable flash units - speed lights, shoe-mount strobes, whatever you call them - are such an important tool for each photographer. Manual flashes are simple when you understand them, but being at that point with guide numbers and reverse square laws and what not people
can put off. You should even have an understanding of guide numbers if you're only using TTL flash. What is a Directory Number? In short, guide numbers on a flash indicate how much light that flash can produce. You will see them in the species indicated in either meters or feet. The higher the directory number the
further the flash will reach. The specifications will also show the flash settings at which the directory number is calculated, including the ISO and flash figurine. I use the cheap Godox units. They have a guide number of 60 meters, calculated at ISO100 and a complete flash-figurine of 200mm. For example, the more
expensive Sony units have the same directory number, but are calculated at a flash-figurine of 105mm. So the Godox units aren't that powerful. Pay attention to these specifications when looking at flash units. We will use a Guide number of 60 meters in all these examples. The flash guide number formula Before we can
understand anything further, we need to know how the flash guide number (GN) is calculated. Distance * Aperture = GN Flash exposure on your topic is dictated by aperture, ISO, and distance (see Reverse Square Law). Shutter speed doesn't have much to do with it until you get into sync speed, but it's a different topic
for another day. Therefore, if our directory number is 60, that means that at ISO100 and an aperture of f/1.0 we will get a correct flash exposure at 60 meters. 60m * f / 1.0 = 60 It looks simple, right? It would be if we were always 60 yards from our shoot at ISO100 and a of f/1.0. But that's not reality. How do you use a
flash directory number? Finding the maximum distance for your flash when changing aperture Now, what if we wanted to shoot at f/11 to get some depth of field, to our foreground and background to have more in focus. How far would we reach flash for a correct exposure? Distance * f/11 = GN60 ... solution for distance
we have... Distance = 60/11 ... which is 5.5 meters, or 18 feet for our stubborn Americans. We'll get a (hopefully) perfect exposure at 5.5 yards now, not 60, with our aperture on f/11. This makes sense, because the smaller aperture of f/11 leaves in much less light than a wide-open aperture of f/1.0. Still with me?
Changing ISO-bumping your ISO will make your sensor more sensitive to light, meaning you'll get more out of your flash. In our example above, if we had to have our flash beyond 5.5 metres of our topic, we could increase our ISO. What is our new distance at ISO200? Improve your photography with fresh tips,
inspiration, and discounts on online courses delivered to your emails. Well, ISO is not in our directory number formula. Only the aperture is. ISO200 is a one-stop increase from ISO100, which would be the same as increasing our aperture one stop from f/11 to f/8. Distance * f /8 = GN60 Distance = 60/8... which is now
7.5 meters at ISO200, compared to 5.5 metres at ISO100. Reducing flash power Sometimes we need to reduce the flash force to have faster cycling times, get more out of our batteries, or to avoid overheating. Flash units allow you to reduce the flash output, from 1/1 to 1/2 (half-power) to 1/4 (quarter-power) to 1/8 and
so on, down to 1/128 typically. Each reduction in flash power is a one-stop decline. Unfortunately halving our flash output doesn't mean we can halve our distance... we still have to do maths. What is our flash distance at ISO100, f/11 and 1/2 power? Reducing the flash output by one stop (from 1/1 to 1/2) would be the
same as reducing the aperture one stop to f/16 (from f/11 to f/16). So let's plug it into our formula. Distance = 60/16 ... comes out to 3.75 yards. Remember from our first example that we had with full force 5.5 meters. Now we have 3.75m at half power. Final exam Switch up what we need to solve – we want our flash 4
metres from our topic and a level depth of field using f/1.4. What power setting will we need? We cannot resolve for flash power using the directory number formula. We know that at full force we have a guide number of 60, and we want to be 4 metres away, so let's leave for aperture at full force first. 4m * Aperture =
GN60 Aperture = 60/4... which is 15. There's no f/15, so let's get around to f/16. We'll get a good exposure on f/16, but we want to shoot at f/1.4. How much gone is f/1.4 from f/16? 16 to 1111 to 88 to 5.65.6 to 44 to 2.82.8 to 22 to 1.4 Seven stop stops in aperture. So we have to stop our flash seven to balance it reduced.
1/1 to 1/21/2 to 1/41/4 to 1/81/8 to 1/161/16 to 1/321/32 to 1 /641/64 to 1/128 Tips for using flash guide numbers Many modern flash units have series scales on them in both TTL and Manual modes to make all these things much easier for you. This is only valid for bare flashheads!  If you do anything with the light —
bouncing it, throwing it through an umbrella — these numbers will be down. It is important to remember that these numbers are also only valid at the noted flash head zoom environment.  Adjusting the zoemin setting of the flash will adjust the behavior of the light. Flash manufacturers really milk the testing conditions, so
keep in mind that these are guide numbers. They're still important to know if you're just shooting in TTL - it will tell you how far the flash will reach when it's at full force. You must have a way to calculate a flash guide number in the field (see below), use a... Or you can have a baseline for the kind of work you do and start
from there.  Say you usually shoot environmental portraits at a distance of 3 meters, ISO400 and f/4.0.  That's a force of 1/128.  But you also probably use a modifier of some sort, so bump it one stop to 1/64. With this kind of go-to environment, a lot of the guesswork takes out of it.  After taking a sample exposure you
usually only need to adjust by one or two stops in either direction.  It will really speed things up. Simple flash folder number calculator This is just a simple folder number calculator that dissolves for distance, but you can play with all different variables and see how they are related.  You can also plug in some anchor
points and use those for your baseline starting points when you go out and shoot. Directory number calculator graph Using the directory number calculator, I made this guide number card for a Directory Number 60 at ISO400.  If you're using an ISO of 800, you're just moving left on the chart one stop (one square).  If
you're using an ISO of 100, you move right two stops.  Makes sense?  You can make something similar for your specific flash units using this calculator. One of our readers, Karl, submitted a chart he made for an EF-X20 flash on his Fujifilm GF670 medium-format range finder. It fastenes to the back of the flash unit and
shows slight over/under-lights, as well as half-stop, similar to the camera. Camera.
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